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Last published over a decade ago, this classic radiology text has been exhaustively updated by
leading experts to provide the latest techniques and advances available in radiology today.
Exceptional in scope and lavishly illustrated throughout, Imaging of Skeletal Trauma continues to
offer a comprehensive view of diagnostic imaging in the evaluation of skeletal trauma, now in
one consolidated single volume.".. the change in focus from an authoritative reference to primer
has been a good one.." Reviewed by RAD Magazine, June 2015Master imaging techniques for
the patient with multiple injuries, and understand the epidemiology and classification of various
fractures, including chondral, osteochondral, stress, and pathologic.Explore the effects of
various traumatic childhood injuries on the growing skeleton.Address the diagnostic pitfalls for a
complete range of common, rare, and acute injuries.Access up-to-date information on the role of
helical CT and MR imaging in the evaluation of acute skeletal trauma.View nearly 3,000
radiographs, CTs, and MR images, along with a wealth of line drawings that richly depict the
principal features of all common fractures and dislocations.Access the most important, need-to-
know information regarding all aspects of imaging skeletal trauma with this consolidated single-
volume edition.Quickly reference critical material with an organization based on anatomical
region.Efficiently read and understand images while in an emergency setting with an expanded
presentation of CT and MRI.Take advantage of global expertise from brand-new contributing
authors, including diagnostic radiologist Dr. O. Clark West.View the fully searchable contents
online at Expert Consult.

"All radiologists who report skeletal trauma would benefit from reading this book and I am sure it
will be a big hit with trainees also." Reviewed by RAD Magazine, June 2015
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rad22, “Extremely High Yield! Perfect for residents!. This book is great for radiology residents! It
is well organized, very high yield and a quick read (only 230 pages)! The chapters are based on
anatomy (hand, shoulder, c-spine, knee, etc) and contain high yield check-lists at the beginning
of each chapter that include (common sites of injury in adults and kids, where to look when you
see something obvious, where to look when you see nothing at all, easily missed fractures, etc).
The checklists are a nice feature and provide a quick snapshot of all key points. There are also
plenty of images and diagrams and illustrate the main ideas. I highly recommend this book as a
reference on your ER rotation, especially if  you take call in a major trauma center.”

JBK, “I think this is perhaps the best introduction to the imaging of skeletal trauma extant and ....
Although dramatically different from Lee Rogers' previous encyclopedic 2-volume treatise on
fractures, I think this is perhaps the best introduction to the imaging of skeletal trauma extant and
I intend to make it the primary text our residents read before going on call.”

Marcie Bruner, “Good book for trauma X-Rays. Great for showing common places bones break
and providing the special names of the breaks that you need to know.”

Lee F. Rogers, MD, “Five Stars. Excellent, informative book”

James, “An Essential Resource for Clinical Reporting. As someone currently undertaking a
clinical reporting degree, this book is proving to be an invaluable resource.Each region of the
body is provided with its own chapter, making for easy navigation. There is information on the
most common types of injury, with advice on where to look for subtle signs.In addition to this, it is
a reasonably thin book, and is easy to carry around as needed.A good first-stop reference book
and reporting guide, clearly laid out. Highly recommended.”

Matteo, “Assolutamente consigliato (testo in inglese). Ottimo libro di testo in lingua inglese con
schede all'inizio di ogni capitolo che riassumono tutti i concetti più importati. È ricco di immagini
e disegni, tra cui le sedi di frattura di ogni articolazione. I capitoli sul rachide sono davvero ben
fatti. Assolutamente consigliato”

The book by Rand McNally has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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